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feet thick, like a fortress or powder-magazine, without
dome or minaret. It was set on a little hill, more than
a hundred yards from any other building, on the out-
skirts of Souieda. The interior was a bare room, about
fifty feet square, with a vaulted roof supported by pillars
and arches of masonry. Through the center hung a heavy
black curtain. I imagined that it shut off some of the
mysteries, but I was wrong. It was simply like the screen
in a Mohametan mosque, and behind it were the Druse
women. A non-Druse told me later that beneath this
temple at Souieda, as beneath every Druse temple, was a
crypt where the mysteries were celebrated, but on that
point I have no personal knowledge.
The only furnishings of the big room were rugs spread
on the floor and a half-dozen basket-stands, or taborets,
of plaited colored straw, shaped like mushrooms. From
the ceiling hung chandeliers with lighted kerosene lamps.
Some thirty or forty Druses, all elders, were gathered
in little groups on the floor, not cross-legged like Turks,
but squatting on their heels. All arose when we entered,
and touched their hands to their foreheads. Those whom
I had previously met came and shook hands with me.
Manuscript copies of the "Book of Wisdom" or rather,
I think, of the parts of it that all Druses were permitted
to hear were laid on top of the basket-stands. I was told
that these scriptures were in part dictated by God to
Hakim, founder of the Druse religion in the eleventh cen-
tury, and in part written by Hamza, the Persian mystic,
who developed the new faith. There was no leader or
preacher, but various elders sitting beside the baskets took
turns in reading passages. Of these I could understand
only a few words because they were in classic Arabic.

